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REP. POPE: REP. THIESFELDT HOLDS PUBLIC HEARING ON _____? 

 
MADISON – The Assembly Education Committee marathon hearing on AB1, a school 

accountability bill, took a big fall as it left the gate.   The Republican’s premier piece of 

legislation, authored and introduced by Representative Jeremy Thiesfeldt (R-Fond du Lac) was 

so unpopular that he felt compelled to withdraw a key provision before the hearing began.  

Creation of an unaccountable statewide board to oversee the process was so unpalatable and 

controversial that the bill’s author was unwilling to bring it before the crowd that had 

assembled. 

 

“Rep. Thiesfeldt took an unprecedented step of gutting his own bill during the opening minutes 

of the hearing.  In my twelve years as a legislator, never have I seen such a stunt. This had the 

potential to negate nearly 12 hours of public testimony,” Rep. Pope (D-Cross Plains) said.  “How 

can we effectively debate and discuss a bill when the content is not clear or even necessarily 

supported by its author?” 

 

During his testimony, Rep. Thiesfeldt acknowledged that due to vast opposition to the creation 

of an Academic Review Board, it would be removed along with other unspecified provisions of 

the bill.  When asked for clarity on how the bill might change, Rep. Thiesfeldt declined to 

provide specific details and indicated that there were other aspects that even he did not 

support. 

 

“As this bill moves forward, it is imperative that the democratic process and the public’s time 

and input be respected.  Adequate opportunity must be allowed for legislators and the public to 

examine whatever legislation may be presented in its place.  Discussion and debate must be 

allowed on the next version of this ill-fated school accountability bill.” 

 

The provisions of the bill would have created an unaccountable board given authority to 

arbitrarily judge school performance and to punish schools they view as “struggling” and 

“failing”.  Preliminary review of testimony given revealed that not a single person spoke in 

support of the bill despite the removal of the creation of the Academic Review Board.  When 

questioned, Rep Thiesfeldt would not commit to further opportunity to scrutinize a new bill and 

indicated that calendars should remain open next week to accommodate an executive session 

on what may be left or newly created in AB1.  
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